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January 28, 2018: What Would A UU Do? 
Thematic Integration:  

DISCIPLINE: The Practice of Following Your Heart 

Core Concepts:  
It takes discipline to live our Principles in all we do. 

Key Phrases:  
Discipline, Values, Dilemma

 
Gathering Circle and Chalice Lighting (10 minutes)  

As children arrive, invite them to make a circle around the chalice table and to each 

choose a stone. Welcome the children to their new classroom and a new year at WBUUC.  

Model for participants how they might hold the stone quietly in their hand, feeling all the 

bumps and cracks while others check-in. Invite everyone to take a breath.  

Our church is a very special place. Our chalice helps to remind us that this time 

and this place is safe and sacred, and reminds us to be loving and kind to one 

another. Each week, we will begin by making space for each of us to share a word 

or two about what you are bringing into this space—what are you holding in your 

hearts today? Maybe it is excitement, or worry, or sadness or even silliness. 
Whatever you are bringing, we welcome you here.  

Remind children that if they don’t feel like sharing, they are welcome to place their stone 

on the chalice table silently. Model for the participants how to participate in this activity 

by saying, “My name is_____, and today I am bringing with me______ (sadness, 

excitement, etc.).” Place your stone around the chalice. Thank participants after all have 

had the chance to share. Feel free to add another stone for that which is unspoken, but we 

carry in our hearts.  

 All around the world, Unitarian Universalists of all ages light chalices when they 

gather together. Now we will light the chalice, the symbol of our Unitarian 

Universalist faith and say together our opening words.  

Light the chalice, or invite a participant to light the chalice, speaking these words (ask the 

group to join you if you have posted them): 

We light this chalice to celebrate 
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Unitarian Universalism 
This is the church of the open mind 

This is the church of the helping hands 
This is the church of the loving heart.  

Together we care for the Earth and work for friendship and peace in 
our world.   

 TransitionTip: Spend a few minutes before moving on to describe the activities for the rest of 

your time together. 

Introducing Core Concepts: Moral Compass (5 Minutes)  

For this activity, point to the 7 Principles posters, The Golden Rule poster, and the 

Classroom Covenant poster. 

Our theme this month is DISCIPLINE: The practice of following your heart.  

Today, we are going to be talking about our values and our moral compass.  

Values are what you think is most important in life; they are what help us to determine 

what is right and what is wrong. Just like a compass can help you know which direction 

to go, our values can help you know which direction to go when you are trying to figure 

out what is right and wrong, too.   

Sometimes we call these values: morals, ethics, or Principles—our 7 UU Principles tell 

us a little bit about what we Unitarian Universalists value most.  

What sorts of things do Unitarian Universalists value? (read the principles together) 

Our classroom covenant tells us a little bit about what we value, too. The Golden Rule is 

another example of something that tells us what to value. 

For our values or Principles or covenants to mean anything, we have to live them. We 

have to act on them. Principles and values and covenants can help us make the right 

choice when it is hard to know what is right.  

If you are faced with a problem, you might stop and ask wondering questions like: “what 

is the right thing to do?” Hopefully, you then think about all the things your family has 

taught you about what is right and wrong, or maybe you’d think about the 7 Principles or 

the Golden Rule.  

Today, we are going to split up into groups (or pairs), and each group is going to present 

back to the rest of the group about a dilemma, or moral problem, and what a UU would 

do when faced with that dilemma.  

First, we will work on an example together: 
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Digging Deeper- Story (15 minutes) 

Children heard the following story on January 7
th

 in the worship service. We then further 

discussed the story as a part of Chapel Sunday. If you have children in your group who 

were present for this you can ask them to retell the story, summarizing it or acting it out; 

if not, try to give a summary of the story in your own words, rather than re-reading it.  

Then, process using the Guiding questions.  

Adapted from The Empty Pot by Demi (New York: Henry Holt, 1990); permission 
pending. 

Long, long ago, there was an Emperor that ruled an ancient land. The emperor 

had ruled his land with kindness for a long, long time, and he knew that it would 

soon be time to choose the next ruler of the land. The Emperor loved children but 

had none of his own. So the Emperor decided to choose one of the children of his 
land to be the next Emperor. 

The Emperor also loved plants, and of these, he had many. So nobody was 
surprised by the test he offered the children of the land. 

The Emperor called all the children to his palace. He said, “I will give one seed to 

each of you. Come back in one year. When I see what you have grown from your 

seeds, I will choose the next Emperor.” 

The children ran from the palace smiling. All they had to do was grow a seed and 

they would be Emperor. But a year is a long time. Most of the children decided to 

wait a while to do their planting, and as the year went by, many children forgot 
their seeds. 

But one child, a boy named Chen, took care of his seed right away. Just like the 

Emperor himself, Chen loved plants. Chen carefully carried the Emperor's seed 

home, sealing it securely in his hands so it wouldn't fall, but not so tightly that it 

might crush. 

As soon as he got home, Chen found a clay pot made by his Grandfather. He 

thought that pot would be just right to grow his seed. He washed the pot and dried 

it carefully. Next Chen found rich soil that had many worms in it. Chen filled the 
pot with the soil. Then he planted his seed, carefully covering it with the soil. 
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Chen set the pot in the sun. Each day, he lightly sprinkled water on the seed. But 

nothing grew from the seed. Nothing at all. 

Some weeks went by. The other children boasted to each other of the wonderful 

large plants they had grown, but Chen’s seed did not grow. He tried moving the 

pot to another window. He tried watering his plant more, and even singing to his 
plant. But no matter what Chen did, his seed did not grow. 

Then, a year had passed. It was time to return to the Emperor. Chen was ashamed 
that his seed had not grown. 

His wise Grandfather said, “You did your best, Chen. You were caring and 

patient. Be honest with the Emperor and explain that you did your best. It will be 
enough.” 

So Chen returned to the palace with his empty pot held carefully in his arms. The 

children lined up to present their plants. The first child had a large plant with thick 

leaves, a ginseng plant that could be used to make paper and medicine. The next 

child had a eucalyptus plant, a healthy, strong plant that soon would become a tree 

big enough to produce food for many animals. By the time Chen’s turn came, he 
was so sad about his empty pot. 

Feeling very embarrassed, Chen held his empty pot up for the Emperor to see. 

Chen explained how he had lovingly cared for his seed. Chen talked about his love 

for his Grandfather who had made the pot. He told the Emperor everything he had 
done to care for the seed, and how sad he felt that the seed would not grow. 

The Emperor smiled and spoke. “There is only one among you who is honest 

enough to be the Emperor,” he said. “The seeds that I gave you had been boiled so 

they would never grow. These wonderful plants some children have shown me did 
not come from the seeds I gave them.” 

Now some of the other children looked ashamed, because they had not been 

honest. And the Emperor knew it.  “Only one child cared for the seed even when it 

did not grow,” the Emperor said. “Only Chen gave the seed all it needed and 

asked for nothing. Only Chen was honest enough to show me an empty pot. Chen 
will be the new Emperor.” 
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Chen moved to the Emperor’s palace with his Grandfather. The old Emperor 

taught him many things, about gardening and much more. And when the Emperor 

died, he was smiling, because he knew that Chen would care for his land with love 

and honesty.  

 

Values Vote: Hand out 3 Post-it notes to each child; tell participants that their job is going 

to be to vote for the 3 Principles/ promises/ rules that they think might have helped to guide 

Chen the most.  

 

For example, did Chen remember to “Be Kind in All You Do” when he made his choices? If 

so, place a post-it note on that Principle. Give participants 1 minute to make their choices.  

 

After all participants have placed their post-it notes, ask participants to stand in front of one 

of the Principles that they chose. Then, invite one participant at each Principle to answer the 

question: “When did Chen remember ________?” 

 

Demonstrating Knowledge: What Would A UU Do? Projects 

and Presentations (20 minutes) 

In this activity, the children are split up into pairs or small groups. Each group will either 

randomly choose or be assigned a dilemma (choose what works best in your group). Each 

group or pair will work together to find a solution and identify the values that helped to 

guide that solution.  

Guiding Questions 

 Did Chen make the right choice? 

 Did making the right choice take discipline? How?  

 Is doing the right thing ALWAYS harder than doing the wrong thing?  

 In this story Chen was ultimately rewarded for doing the right thing—he became the 

emperor; Are you always rewarded for doing the right thing? 
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Each group can choose how they want to share their solution—they can write it out, draw 

a picture, or they can choose to act it out using the worksheet for notes or a script. Tell 

groups that they will each have 2 minutes for their presentation. They are welcome to 

paste on the 7 Principle of Golden rule graphics to show which values they used.  

Have them start by pasting their dilemma onto their group project page. 

To help the groups manage time, give them 10 

minutes to work on their projects.  

As each group works to come up with a solution, 

ask them to wonder:  

 Does this solution follow any of the 7 UU 

Principles?  

 Does this solution follow the Golden Rule?  

 What about our classroom covenant? 

 Are there other values that helped you decide? 

Closing the Circle (5 minutes) 

When children are done, ask them to rejoin the chalice circle. Ask participants to find 

their stone on the table, and to think of one thing that they are taking with them from the 

lesson today, then to return their stone back in the basket. Model for them by saying, 

“One thing that I am taking with me today is… (ex.) energy, hope, new friends, this art 

project, a new idea, etc.)   

Ask the children to take a breath and to say (or repeat) the closing words:  

Grateful to be, grateful to be here, grateful to be here together now. 

 Blow the chalice out together.  
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Session at-a-glance 

Activity Description Time 
(min) 

Supplies 

Gathering Circle/ 
Chalice Lighting 

Check-in  
Chalice Lighting and 

words 

10  Chalice, candle, Matches 
 Stones 

Introducing Core 
Concepts 

Define “values”  
Discuss how and which 
Principles and values 
shape our actions. 

5  7 Principles posters 
 Golden Rule Posters 
 Classroom Covenant 

Poster 
Digging Deeper Review “The Empty Pot”  

Participants think about 
which values Chen 

followed in the story 

15  Post-it Notes (3 per 
participant) 

Demonstrating 
Knowledge         

Participants break up 
into groups and choose 
a new dilemma. They 
decide which values/ 
principles would guide 

their actions. Each group 
presents for 2 minutes 

20  Worksheets 
 Pencils 
 Markers 

 Glue sticks 
 

Closing the Circle Ask: what are you taking 
with you?  

Extinguish chalice 

5  Chalice 
 

Total  55  

 

 


